
January Wellness Calendar
An accountability resource to help start the year off with positivity, Yoga and focus on overall well-being.



January 2022
1                                       
-Set Intention 
-15 minutes Yoga

2                        
-Journal: 3 weekly Goals 
- Yoga before bed

3                                     
- Yoga 30 minutes   
- 5 mins meditation                   

4                                     
- Journal: 3 things to 
be thankful for
-Yoga 15 minutes

5                                   
 -Get outside 
- Power Yoga 30 mins

6                                        
-Yoga 15 mins 
-5 mins Meditation 

7                                    
-Gentle Yoga 
- Try to eat 5 servings of 
fruits and veggies 

8                                     
-power Yoga 
- Organize a space in your    
home

9                         
-Journal: 3 weekly Goals 
- Yoga before bed

10 
- yoga 30 mins 
-Try a new recipe 

11                                         
- Journal: What were 
small wins last week?
-Yoga 15 minutes

12                                         
- Drink ½ body weight in 
ounces of water
-Power Yoga 30 mins

13                                        
-Yoga 15 mins
-5 mins meditation

14                                   
-Gentle Yoga 
-Watch a Ted Talk

14                                 
-Power Yoga 
- Make time for relaxing/ 
rejuvenating self-care

16                        
-Journal: 3 weekly  Goals 
- Yoga before bed

17                                
-Yoga 30 mins
-Take a break from TV, or 
streaming for the day

18                                        
- Journal: Who inspires 
you and why?
-Yoga 15 minutes

19                                        
-Start a new book & make 
time to read daily 
-Power Yoga 30 mins

20                                     
-Yoga 15 mins
-5 mins meditation

21                                    
-Gentle Yoga 
- Try to eat 5 servings of 
fruits and veggies 

21                               
-Power Yoga 
- Organize a space in your 
home 

23                        
-Journal: 3 weekly  Goals 
- Yoga before bed

24                               
-Yoga 30 minutes 
-drink lemon water in 
the morning 

25                                        
- Journal: I feel like My 
best self when…
-Yoga 15 minutes

26 
- Eat plant based today 
-Power yoga 30 mins

27                                
-Yoga 15 mins
-5 mins meditation

28                            
-Gentle Yoga 
- Watch a Documentary 

28                                  
-Power Yoga           
-Do something fun with 
friends or family 

30                       
-Journal: 3 weekly Goals 
- Yoga before bed

31                        
 -Yoga 1 hour  
-Journal- reflect on 
intention.  

Write down your one word intention for the year in this space. This could align with your resolution, or it can be something on your 

heart that you want to focus on this year. Its okay if you don’t have this figured out on Day 1, so whenever you feel it, document it here. 

Intention:___________________________


